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Transcript 1 

 2 
[00:00:05] 3 

T: Ever since you’ve been in kindergarten, you’ve been learning about some arithmetic 4 

operations. Which is the one that puts two amounts together? 5 

Ss: Addition 6 

T: Addition. Which is the one that we take it away? 7 

Ss: Subtraction 8 

T: Subtraction. My goodness you’re using all those second grade words now: addition and 9 

subtraction.  10 

S: What about multiplication? 11 

T: We have also learned the shortcut for addition!  12 

Ss: Multiplication! 13 

T: Multiplication! And now, we are learning the shortcut for subtraction, which is…? 14 

Ss: Division! 15 

T: Division! Okay! I just need to write it in case you want to know how to spell the word 16 

“division” because it sounds like “shun” but are you going to see the “sh”?  17 

Ss: No 18 

T: No, we don’t see the— 19 

Ss: I…O…N… [students spelling outloud] 20 

T: Division. And the symbol… 21 

S: [???] Commotion [???] 22 

T: Commotion! That’s right. Same –shun. Same ending. Division. What is the key word for 23 

division? The keyword for division…what does it mean?  24 

[00:01:28] 25 

S: Equal? 26 

T: Equal? Okay equal, but equal what? What do we do? 27 

S: Take away— 28 

T: We have an amount… 29 

S: Share that equally! 30 

T: Share a set of something equally. 31 

S: Like take away equal…[???] 32 

T: Take away equal [???] Same thing. Okay. Let’s pretend. Here we have a group of—in this 33 

case they are magnets—can this be…can this cookies?  34 

Ss: Yes! 35 

T: Yes, yes. Can this be marbles?  36 

Ss: Yes 37 

T: Could these be little cheerios?  38 

Ss: Yes. 39 

T: Sure, why not? Could this be…  40 
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S: Grapes? 41 

T: We can still eat them at the end after they have been shared equally, right? Or unless we have 42 

some leftover. They could still be… 43 

S: [???] Grapes? 44 

[00:02:27] 45 

T: Or grapes. Okay. Help me count all these and I don’t want to count by ones. So help me count 46 

by twos.  47 

Ss: Two, four, six, eight, ten, twelve, fourteen… 48 

T: Fourteen. Okay… two, four, six, eight, ten…for now I’m going to just use twelve. And since 49 

I’m working with numbers, I need to double check that I have the number that I need to work 50 

with. Two, four, six, eight, ten, twelve. We are going to pretend, Justin, we are going to pretend 51 

that these are twelve cars. Okay? Pretend they are twelve cars. Those twelve cars need to be 52 

parked in—they need to go into three garages. So they need to be parked into three different 53 

garages. So do you think I’m going to spend my time drawing pretty garages here?  54 

Ss: No 55 

[00:03:24] 56 

T: No 57 

S: You can use circles or squares… 58 

T: I can use squares or circles. Would that work? Okay. Yeah. So let’s do…those are my garages. 59 

And this one I’m going to call it Garage A. This one I’m going to call it Garage B. And this one 60 

Garage C. And here are all my cars. Oops I forgot to do this. Are you with me? 61 

Ss: Yes, ma’am! 62 

T: Okay, not everybody. Are you with me?  63 

Ss: Yes ma’am! 64 

T: Got it. Okay. Two, four, six, eight, ten, twelve…I have  my twelve garages here and they need 65 

to be divided equally into those three garages. Those are cars that need to go into the garages. 66 

So…if you can draw this on your own paper, you can start counting. But since we can move 67 

these cars, let’s do it like this. I want to hear you say this one. Remember we practiced like this 68 

the other day? This one goes in Garage A.  69 

Ss: A 70 

[00:04:32] 71 

T: Okay so say it with me.  72 

T+Ss: This one goes in Garage A. This one goes in Garage B. This one goes in Garage C. This 73 

goes in Garage A. This one goes in Garage B. This one goes in Garage C. This one goes in 74 

Garage A. This one goes in Garage B. This one goes to Garage C. 75 

Ss: This one goes in Garage A. This one goes in Garage B. That one goes in Garage C. 76 

T: Okay, no not yet. Do we have any more cars leftover?  77 

Ss: No 78 

T: No, because they were—they’re all going to those garages and they’re all parked nicely. Okay. 79 

So now, what number…how many cars did we start with? 80 

[00:05:22] 81 

Ss: Twelve 82 

T: Twelve. And now I’m going to be using the division. The number sentence. Twelve divided 83 

by…how many garages? Three? Equals four. 84 

Ss: Four 85 



T: Now here we go. Remember, I’m going to…I’m going to ask…Elise [???]. We’ve been doing 86 

this and I think we need to practice again. Let me ask. I’ll be A and you’ll be B. You can help 87 

yourself by looking up there. And, uh, we have the question. What does this mean? Look what it 88 

says here.  89 

T+Ss: It means… 90 

T: And there’s a number here, right?  A number will go here and a number will go here.  91 

Ss: Twelve divided by three… 92 

[00:06:10] 93 

T: Let’s practice. Let me start. Let me get you started. What does this mean?  94 

Ss: This means… 95 

T: Oh, you said “this”. Take a look.  96 

Ss: It…this… 97 

T: It says “this”. Can we use the word this? 98 

S: Yeah, or “it”! 99 

T: Can we use the world “it”? 100 

Ss: Yes 101 

T: “It”. It means… will it be the same?  Let’s practice with “it”. Let’s practice with “it”.   Ready? 102 

Go. 103 

T+Ss: It means… 104 

Ss: Twelve divided by three equals four. 105 

T: Equals four. 106 

S: What does it have underneath? 107 

T: Let’s try it. Let me see. I’ll show you. We can always use the word “this”. This means twelve 108 

divided by three equals four. Um, Vanessa is asking me about this world over here. It says 109 

“equals”. We can also use another word for “equals”. “Is”, okay? 110 

Ss: Is! 111 

T: Okay. So if you use the word “is” which is not a verb, or the word “equals”, it means pretty 112 

much the same. It will still make sense. Okay? Now…okay let’s try this one. What is the big 113 

number we are going to start with?  114 

S: Thirteen? 115 

T: Let’s count again. Count. Two… 116 

Ss: …four, six, eight, ten, twelve, fourteen...fifteen.  117 

[00:07:34] 118 

T: Fifteen, okay. It’s not very—it’s not even. But let’s see what we can do with the number 119 

fifteen. These could be five jelly beans. My mom came from the store and she brought jelly 120 

beans. And she said “Luis, look what I got for you! Jelly beans! I got all fifteen. Cool!” “Well 121 

Mama, I am going to go outside to play with my friends.” “Sure, just don’t eat all the jelly beans 122 

by—to yourself.” “I promise I won’t even though I feel like eating them all.” But no, I’m going 123 

to go outside and when I went outside I found my friends and they said, “hi would you like to 124 

play?” and you say “Sure; look what I have. I have some jelly beans that I would like to share 125 

with you”. You know how many friends I have?  126 

S: [student replies] [???] best friend anymore… 127 

[00:08:31] 128 

T: Oh yeah, that was a long time ago. There were…four of us altogether. Three friends and 129 

myself. So that means, now we have to divide these fifteen jelly beans into four people. Two, 130 

three. This is me. One for me, and my other friends. I need to make this a little bigger to make 131 



them fit. One, two, three. Okay. B for Billy, um, R for Rudy and, okay…uh…J for Justin. 132 

Ready? Here we go? One for Billy, one for Rudy, one for Justin, one for me. 133 

[00:09:19] 134 

Ss: One for Billy, one for Rudy, one for Justin, one for me. One for Billy, one for Rudy, one for 135 

Justin, one for me. 136 

T: Do I still have enough? Look at this. Look at this. How many do I have? Three. How many 137 

does Billy have?  Three. How many does Rudy have? Three. How many does Justin have? Three. 138 

Look at what I have here. If I give one to me, one to Billy one to Justin…have they been divided 139 

equally? 140 

Ss: No 141 

T: What would Rudy say? 142 

Ss: Hey, what about me? 143 

T: What about me? It’s not…? 144 

T+Ss: Fair. 145 

[00:10:02] 146 

T: So… 147 

S: Leftover! 148 

T: Leftovers! So I will just have to keep these and take them back. 149 

S: To your mom. 150 

T: So give me your number sentence. Turn to your partners, what will be the number sentence 151 

for division? That’s true. Good idea. I could do that. Turn to your partner. What will be the 152 

number sentence?  153 

Ss: [students chattering and talking amongst themselves] 154 

T: What will be the number sentence? What number did I start at the beginning? 155 

S: Fifteen divided by…four…equals… 156 

T: Equals…? 157 

S: Three.  158 

T: With a remainder of…? 159 

S: Leftover of three.  160 

T: You got it! Five, four, three, two, one…Now here we go. Listen carefully! Boys, listen. Boys! 161 

You’re going to be A. Girls, you’ll be B, okay? 162 

[00:11:09] 163 

T: Okay, boys, ask the question. 164 

Ss: What does this mean? 165 

T: Girls? 166 

Ss: It means…fifteen divided by four equals three 167 

T: With a remainder of…? 168 

Ss: With a remainder of three.  169 

T: Oh remainder. What other word can we use for “remainder”? 170 

Ss: Remainder? 171 

T: Hm… 172 

S: Leftover! 173 

T: Leftover. With a leftover of three. Okay.  174 

[00:11:52] 175 


